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1. Introduction. Much has been written concerning the mean num-

ber of crossings of a fixed level u, by a stationary Gaussian stochastic

process, in a given time T. Most recently (and most rigorously), this

problem has been considered by Bulinskaya [2], who derives the well-

known formula

(1) E[N(T)] = -
IT

under conditions which are very close to the necessary ones. Here

N(T) is the number of crossings of the level u in (0, T) by the station-

ary Gaussian process x(t), with covariance function r(r). The symbol

£ denotes expectation. The treatment of this problem given by

Bulinskaya is essentially a rigorization of the method used by Gre-

nander and Rosenblatt [4], which in turn extends an argument due to

Kac [7].

For some applications, however, it is important to consider cross-

ings of a curve, rather than a fixed level, by such a process, and to

consider also the same problem for certain Gaussian, but nonstation-

ary processes. In §2 we shall obtain the formula corresponding to (1)

for the case where {x(t)} is a stationary Gaussian process and u = u(t)

is an arbitrary (differentiable) curve, instead of a fixed level. In §4,

the same problem will be considered for a nonstationary process

z(t) =f¿x(s)ds where {x(t)} is, as before, a stationary Gaussian proc-

ess. The discussion of this z(t)-process has application to the study of

the probabilistic behaviour of certain physical systems. It would be

possible to state a result corresponding to (1) for curve crossings by

a member of a wide class of (nonstationary) Gaussian processes. How-

ever, this could be stated in very general terms only, and moreover it

is obvious from the derivation for the z(i)-case how such a general

result would be formulated.

2. Curve-crossings by a stationary Gaussian process. Throughout

this section we consider a separable, stationary Gaussian process,
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having zero mean, covariance function r(r) =E{xit)xit+r)}   and

(integrated) spectrum FÇK). That is

r(r) =   f
Jo

cos rXdFiX).

Define

2

<ro
* o

2
<72

=   f "¿F(X) = r(0),
^ 0

/» 00

=   I    X»dF(X) = -r"(0).
J o

We shall assume that the spectrum FÇK) does not have its entire in-

crease at X = 0 (hence o\ > 0), and furthermore satisfies the condition

(2)

/» 00

I    X2[log(l + \)]bdFi\) < oo    for some   b > 1.
Jo

It then follows from Hunt [ó] that, with probability one, the sample

function of the process has a derivative x'it), which is everywhere

continuous. A statement of Hunt's result, in a convenient form for

our purposes, has been given by Belaev [l].

We shall assume also that the curve w(2) has a continuous first

derivative w'(r) in Q£t£T. Let a new process {x*{t): O^í ^ T} be

defined by x*{t)=x{t)—u{t). Then x*{t) is a normal process whose

sample functions have continuous first derivatives with probability

one, and crossings of the curve w(¿) by the process xit) are equivalent

to "axis crossings" by the process x*(i). Let NxiT) denote the number

of crossings of the curve u{t) by xit), or equivalently, the number of

axis crossings by x*(¿), in 0<i<7\ Since the one-dimensional dis-

tributions of x*(i) have bounded densities (being univariate normal

densities), it follows from Bulinskaya [2, Theorem l], that NxiT) is

finite with probability one and that the probability of **(/) touching

the axis in 0 ^ / ^ T is zero.

In evaluating the mean of NX{T), there is no loss of generality in

taking T= 1. We shall write Nx for AT»(1) and proceed by a series of

lemmas to obtain its mean. It is convenient to follow the method of

Bulinskaya [2] in defining a process consisting of straight line seg-

ments, and approximating (in our case) the x*(/)-process as follows:

For a given integer n let ak = k/2n, k = 0, 1, • • • , 2". Define a

process {yB(f)} by
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(3) yn(t) = x*(ak) + 2n[x*(ak+i) - x*(ak)](t - ak), when ak á t g ak+i

(4) = Ak + Bkt, say.

That is, the yn(t)-process consist of a series of straight lines with

vertices at points 2~" apart.

Lemma 1. Write NVn for the number of axis crossings by yn(t) in

0<i<1. Then E{NVn)-*E{Nx] asn-±<x>.

Proof. It is clear that NVn^Nx and that NVn-+Nx with probability

one. The theorem concerning the convergence of integrals of increas-

ing sequences of non-negative functions (cf. Halmos [5, p. 112]),

then yields the result.

Lemma 2. Let {8u(y)} be a sequence of non-negative integrable func-

tions such that f„8v(x) dx = l and J\8u(x) dx—*l as v—><*> for any

fixed X>0. (We may call {S„} a u8-function sequence".) Then, with

probability one,

NVn= lim  f i,{y»(0}|y.'(0|*
v—»oo    J o

andf108u{yn(t)}\y:(t)\dt^2\

Proof. With ak = k/2n as defined previously we have from (4),

/» 1 2 — 1      /» ajfc+j

I  «.{y-(0} I y¿(01 * = E 8v(Ak + Bkt) \Bk\dt

(5)
2  -1 I     /»l/ntei+l)

= Z «.(*) d«

With probability one y„(«t) is not zero for any k = 0, 1, • • • , 2". From

the assumed 5-function properties it follows that if yn(ak) and yn(ak+i)

have the same sign the corresponding integral tends to zero. Other-

wise this integral converges to ±1. Thus if the interval (ak, ak+i)

contains a zero of yn(t), the corresponding term in the sum tends to

one, and otherwise it tends to zero. Hence the first part of the lemma

follows. The second part follows from (5) since each term in the sum

is dominated by Jl„8v(x)dx = l.
In virtue of Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows by dominated convergence,

and using Fubini's theorem for positive functions, that
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E{Nj = lim    f £{«.(*(/)) | yn'it)\ }dl
v—» oo   •/ n

(6)
/» 1      /• 00      /» 00

= lim    I     j      j     | ííi | 5„(i')/n(», w)dvdwdt
li—» a,    J 0    J —oo «J —oo

where

/„(*, to) = (2^P1/2)-i

(7)        -exp[¿ íc(* + «)2 -22?(* + «Xy + ä + ^(y + A1}],

o - - £{y,(0},   ß= - £{*'(/)}, ¿ = var{y,(fl},

5 = varjy»'(*)},    C = cov{y„(fl,yiit)},    D = AC - B2.

(These quantities also depend on*ra and /. This dependence will be

exhibited when necessary by writing a»(<) for a, etc.)

Up to this point we have used {...-functions with general properties

only, and this practice could be continued. However, it is more con-

venient to use now a particular 5-function sequence. If A(y) is a non-

negative ii function whose integral is unity, the sequence defined by

bv{t)=vh{vt) is a S-function sequence. If we take A(y) = l for \y\ <1

and hiy) = 0 otherwise we get, essentially, the sequence used by Kac

[7]. We shall here use a "normal" form, viz., h{y) = (2ir)-1/2e-»2'2. •

(This S-function has been used previously on similar problems, for

example by Steinberg et al. [8].)

Using this form for ô„(y), (6) becomes

/• 1       /• 00       /» 00

(8)  E{Nyn} = lim (27T)-1'2 I     I      1    e-*1i2\w\fniv/v,w)dvdwdt.
"-> » J 0     " —00 " -00

The integrand in (8) is dominated by

( | w | /D1'*)*-•f/, exp {(-l/2C)(y + ß)2},

and converges to | w\e~~vtl2fni0, w) as v—► «>. Hence, by dominated

convergence we have

Lemma 3. E{NVn} = J%f-»\w|/»(0> w)dwdt, where /„(0, w) is ob-

tained from equation (7).

In order to use Lemmas 1 and 3 we must investigate the limiting

behaviour of /„(0, w).

Lemma 4. We have the following uniform limits in 0 ^ t ;£ 1 :
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(i)    An(t)-^r(0), (ii)   Bn(t)-*0,

(iii) Cn(t) -* - r"(0),       (iv) D„(t) -» - r(0)r"(0) > 0,

(v)   a»(<)-» «(/), (vi)   ßn(t)-^u'(t).

Proof.   Write   kn = kn(t)   for   the  unique  integer  k  such   that

k/2"^t<(k + l)/2n (Oáíál). From (3) we have

a»(0 = «(*./2") + 2»{«[(*. + l)/2»] - f»(V2»)}(i - *,/2"),

/J,(<) - 2»{«[(èn + l)/2-] - «(Í./2-)}.

But

«[(*. + l)/2»] = «[*./2-] + 2-»u'(kn/2» + K),       0 < A„ < 2-".

Hence,

2»{i»[(i.+ l)/2»}-«(*./2»)}

= u'(kn/2n + K) -* u'(t) uniformly in 0 £ t ¿ 1,

since &„/2n—>/, X„—»0 both uniformly in / and w' is a uniformly con-

tinuous function of ¿ in O^i^l. Statements (v) and (vi) follow at

once from (9).

The variances and covariance have the same form as those obtained

by Bulinskaya, viz.,

An(t) = r(0)[(l - 2»t + K)2 + (2"t - kn)2)

+ 2r(2-»)(2«/ - *„)(1 - 2H + kn),

Bn(t) = 2"[(2"/ - K) - (1 - 2H + kn)][r(0) - r(2-")],

Cn(t) = 22»+1[r(0) - r(2-»)].

Writing r(2-»)=r(0)+2-(2n+1V"(ö„) (O<0B<2-», r'(0)=0) and not-

ing that t-kn/2n^2-", (^n + l)/2B-i^2-"itiseasy to show that

\An(t)-r(0)\   é2-2»\r"(en)\,

\Bn(t)\   á2-|f"(fi.)|,

I Cn(t) + r"(0) |   -  | r"(0n) - r"(0) | ,

from which the uniform limits (i)-(iv) (and hence the truth of the

lemma) follow.

From Lemma 3, and equation (7), we obtain

E{N„n} = (2irD^2)-1 f e-Jioudt Í s jexpT- (v + y(D/A)1'2)2]

+ exp|-(» - 7(Ö/^)1/2)21> dv
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where y = ynit) = iA/D)in(ß — Ba/A), and a little reduction yields

(10) E{NV„} = ^-1(2DA)1'2 f e-aliw{<l>iy) +7[*(7) - l/2}]dt
Jo

where <biy) is the normal density function (27r)~I/2e_!'/2 and <p(y)

= f-„<f>it)dt. Now from Lemma 4 it follows that

y = ynit)^u'it)/{-r"iO)}"2

and since the convergence is uniform, y„it) is uniformly bounded in

O^i^l. Hence by bounded convergence, using the limits of Lemma

4,

E{Nj^[-r"iO)/riO)Y'2

(11) fV«W/W0))1'!]{2«[-«'(/)/(-f"(0))1'2]
J o

- [u'it)/i-r"i0)y'2][2*{ -u'it)/i-r"iO)yi2}-l]}dt,

as n—» ».

Finally we may now state the following result.

Theorem 1. Let xit) be a separable, stationary Gaussian process

whose spectrum F(K) satisfies (2) and does not have its entire increase

at\ = 0. Let uit) possess a continuous derivative u'it) in O^t^T. Then

with the notation already defined

E{NxiT)} =„'i   ♦\(«(OAo)[2«ri«(«'(/)A1)
J a(12)

+ «'(/){2*(«'(/)/<ri) -l}]dt.

This result follows from (11), using Lemma 1.

3. Examples, (i) In the case where w(r) =w, a constant, the second

integral in (12) vanishes, and the first reduces to give the standard

result (1).

(ii) For a "straight line barrier," with gradient b¿¿0, uit)=a-\-bt,

-i CT
ENxiT) = <ro   [2o-,tt\(Ä/a-0 + *(2*(*A0 - 1)] I    <t>[ia + bt)/o-0]dt

Jo

= 2 — fop/*,) + 2#(iA0 - l][#((a + W<ro) - Ha/cro)]
b

4. Curve-crossings by the integral of a stationary Gaussian proc-

ess. Suppose now that xit) is, as before, a separable stationary Gaus-
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sian process with zero mean, covariance function r(r), and spectrum

FQ\), where £(X) is now assumed to satisfy

< oo    for some   b > 1,(13) fC°[log(l + X)]W(X)

instead of (2). This condition guarantees continuity of the sample

function x(f), with probability one. For convenience, we shall also

suppose that var{x(t)} =1. Define z(t) — f0x(s)ds. Then under the

conditions assumed, the following formulae are valid.

E{z(t)} = 0,

E{z2(l)} = <r2(t) =ff r(u-v)dudv

/•w 1 - cos l\
—r2—dFM>

0 A

E{x(l)z(l)} = o-(t)*(t) =  f r(u)du

J a

o

sin/X
dF(\).

Equations (14) have been given by Cramer [3], who has also shown

that if N;(T) denotes the number of crossings of the fixed level C by

z(t) in Ogigr, then

(15) E{N,(T)} =  fTQ(t)dt,

where

(16)

i r i  —C2^!2 \
Q(t)   =  - e-C*l(2,*)\   2(1   _ S[r2)l/2 exp J-1

2™ L Fl2<72(l-*2)f

+(2'),"[i-K^I^)]]-
For the case of curve-crossings by the process z(t) we give the follow-

ing result.

Theorem 2. Let u(t) have a continuous derivative u'(t) in O^t^T.

With the notation above, the mean number of crossings of u(t) by z(t) in

(0, T) is given by (15) where now Q(t) has the form, writing u, o, SF,

for u(t), o(t), y(t), respectively,
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(17) Q{1) = <r-i(l - *W(«A)[2*(i|) + v(2*0l) - 1)]

in which

v = „it) = iu'it) - wa/u)Hi - v2)1'2.

Proof. The proof follows the same pattern as that in §2. In fact

if we let {ynit)} be the process consisting of line segments, as before,

but derived from z(i)— «(/), we obtain equations (6), (7) for E{NVn}.

The quantities a, ß have the same form as before and therefore have

again the uniform limits m(í), «'(0. respectively, as ra—><».

On the other hand we have, from the definition of the y„it)-process,

AnQ) = a2ikn/2")il - 2H + kn)2 + (72[(A„ + l)/2»](2»i - AB)2

+ (*„ + 1 - 2«*)(2»i - kn)[o-2ikn/2") + a2[ikn + l)/2»] - er2(2-»)]

where use has been made of the fact that

cov(*(fl, «(«)) = hWit) + <r2iu) - <r20 - «)],

a formula given by Cramer [3], and easily derivable from the defini-

tion of the z(/)-process. Hence

Anil) = c2ikn/2-)ikn + 1 - 2H) + o-2[ikn + l)/2»](2»* - *.)
(18)

- <r2i2-")ikn + 1 - 2H) i2"t - kn).

Now from (14),

■M 1 - cos iX

(<X)V2

and it is thus clear from dominated convergence that

(19) c2it) ~ t2   as   I -» 0.

"2(0 = ? f    *,^7,ï" dFM
Jo

The third term on the right of (18) is dominated by cr2(2_n) and thus

tends to zero (uniformly in t) as n—> °°. On the other hand since er2(i)

has (from (14)) the continuous derivative 2er(i)1$r(0> we may write

(20)    a2ikn/2») = <r20) - 2{f - kn/2")o-ih)*iti),        \h-t\   < 2~\

with a similar expression for o-2[(A„ + l)/2n]. It follows that the first

two terms on the right of (18) may be written as a2it)+E„it), where

for some constant K,  |£„(¿)| ú2~nK, in OrSf^l. Hence it follows

that Anit)—>v2it), uniformly in O^i^l, as n—><».

Correspondingly, we have, for B,

Bn(t) = 2»->[o-2[ikn + 1)M - o-2ikn/2")}

- 2"-V2(2-»)[l - 2(2»i - *.)].
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From (20) and the (uniform) continuity of o(t)^(t), it follows that

the first term in (21) converges uniformly to o(t)^(t) as n—» «>, where-

as (by use of (19)) the second term tends uniformly to zero. Hence

Bn(t)^>o(t)-ty(t), uniformly in Ogi^l.

Finally for C we have

Cn(t) = 22V2(2-») -* 1 as «-» oo, by (19).

With these uniform limits for A, B, C, a, ß (and hence the limit

o2(t)(l—^i2(t)) for D), we may proceed exactly as in §2. Hence the

truth of the theorem follows.
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